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This Month in
New Expression
Removing Vending Machines
Pop, chips, and candy bars make a great between-class snack, but if some politicians and school officials get their way, vending machines will be taken out of
area schools.

PageS
Black To The Future
Dr. Carter G.Woodson launched "Negro History Week" in 1926 as an initiative to
bring national attention to the contributions of African-American people throughout
American history. Eventually, "Negro History Week" became Black History Month.
In school , we learn of the contributions of various leaders in America's past.
What about the future? New Expression profiles several teens who are grooming themselves to be tomorrow leaders.
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CPS Responds to Drop Out Issue
Chicago Public School officials are struggling to keep·kids in school.
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Decision 2004
With presidential and senatorial elections nine mooths away, New Expression
starts a new section with irformation you•J)eed abbLit the candidates and issues.
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NE Reporter Thrown To The Wo.lyes.
Reporter Qumar Zaman tells of his experience reporjing on a ~hicago Wolves
hockey game.
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From Wrasslin' Ring To
Political Ring

From the Editors Desk

As we enter the second semester of this school
year many high school seniors are thinking about
prom and of course graduatton. However with our
cause for celebration comes a time of reflection The
New Expression staff has discussed the extremely
high number of teenagers who have dropped out of
school. These students felt tmpaired within the
school system. Read the educattng mtervtew wtth
Chicago teenagers who share the1r perspecttve on
the school system and what drove them out of
school.
This month, the New Expression staff has
decided to stray away from the traditional elements
of Black History Month. Although we respect our
leaders past. we feel exctted to present a collectton
of profiles on today's Afncan-Amencan leaders
These young people are making a difference in their
communities.
For those of you who haven't kept up w1th the
latest political news, we have compiled UNE Dectston
2004." Unfortunately, many voters aren't properly
educated on the issues concerning them and make
the wrong choice; this is true for many young voters
We have a responsibility to be informed and committed to taking a stand on issues that we feel strongly
about. Although 1ssues like health care or taxes don't
seem important to us right now, in just a few years
we will be getting full-time JObs and be reqwed to
file taxes. And right after college health care benefits
will be significant to us. Hopefully through this issue
you can become familiar with the various candidates
and make the best decision .

~-~-

R emember the Ultimate Warrior?
WWF's rope-shaking , body-slamming
monster of the early 1990s? He's
traded in his signature facepaint and
arm bands for a shirt and tie. Warrior
(yes, he had his name legally
changed to "Warnor") wants to bring
the tdeas of the Founding Fathers,
along w1th the phtlosophtes of
Anstotle, Machiavelli, Ayn Rand and
others to young people all across the
country ustng a concept he created
called "destructty "
Accordtng to Warnor, destructty ts
.. away of balancmg day-to-day existence (reality) w1th what one can
wonder or believe about extstence
beyond th1s world (desttny) or more
specifically how or whether that existence beyond. 1f it were to exist. plays
any role in our ltves here on Earth as
so many people. consctously or subconsctously, do believe

NEWSBRIEFS
+---------------------------------------

Audrey Galo
Managing Editor

Brian Lewis
Metro Editor

www.newexpression.org

Easy Come, Easy Go

I n less than 8 hours. an lndtana man went from
game show winner to acctdent v1ctim Carl D Atwood , 73, won $75,000 dunng the taping of the
"Hoosier Millionatre" game show 1n Indianapolis.
Hours later, Atwood was htt by a truck as he
walked to the grocery store where he bought the
ticket that got htm on the show near h1s home 1n
Elwood, about 40 mtles northeast of lndtanapolis. He
died at a hospttal.
Atwood would have been among those invited
back to compete for a $1 mtllion grand prize 1n three
weeks

parents to the1r children's posstble copynght tnfnngements

File Swappers 2, RIAA 0
Atter a December appeals court ruled that
Internet service provtders (ISPs) do not have to hand
over names of suspected music pirates to the
Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA),
the organization has asked ISPs to help them in
their fight against file sharing.
The RIAA now wants ISPs to notify customers
that are suspected of illegal downloading but not yet
targeted for a lawsuit by the music industry.
Under the proposal, the RIAA would supply an
identifying IP address of a suspected infringer to its
ISP, which would then send a notice of infringement
to the subscriber.
A music industry official told internetnews.com the
proposed ISP infringement notice is intended to send
an early warning to downloaders. Since a large percentage of music downloading is done by teenagers,
the RIAA hoped the notifications, which were to be
sent to the account holders, might tip off

State School Officials Recognize
Multicultural Students
Illinois students taking standardized tests can
now check off more than one race or ethnicity on
their standardized test forms. /A wevious policy
forced multiracial students to choose one category,
which some students and parents found offensive.
As part of the changes by the Illinois State
Board of Education, Illinois will now track the
progress of multiracial students and put the infonnation on the Illinois School Report Card. Educators
have been responsible for identifying students' race
so school districts can be held accountable for the
academic progress of different racial groups.
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Political Perspective

Reparations: An Issue Beyond Black and White
Haamid Xavier Johnson
Georgetown University
Over the Christmas
break I was driving in
the car with dad and
we were discussing
current events and
talking politics as
usual.
We started to talk
about the presidential
election, the upcoming
Senate primary on
March 16th, and the
cold weather. Finally
we broached the topic
of reparations.
My dad, who always represents the independent
and more pragmatic side of issues, is in support of
reparations, while I, as the young Reagan conservative find the debate over reparations to be an issue
with too many holes to be filled .
Many proponents of the idea that AfricanAmericans deserve compensation from the federal
government because of over 250 years of enslavement, including my dad, feel that anti-reparations
activists need to address 3 overarching issues.
1) Indian tribal members and Japanese
Americans received reparations from the federal
government because of the oppressive nature in
which they were treated in detention camps during
WW II. Hence, the shackles of slavery have suppressed African- Americans - don't the ancestors of
slaves deserve monetary reimbursement?
2) The progress and prosperity of an immeasurable amount of United States corporations that manufactured cotton and tobacco (private industry) and
our economy has benefited from the labor of slaves.
Some would say that this "this country was built on
the backs of African- Americans folk."
3) And finally, the third "truth" that several
activists believe is imperative to grounding a sound
case for reparations is the fact that our government's
first promise to compensate African- Americans for

the injustices of
slavery was the
'40 acres and a
mule apiece.'
This was Gen.
William Sherman's
pledge to former
slaves shortly after
the Civil War
ended in 1865.
Because this
promise was never
fulfilled , many supporters of reparations feel betrayed
by the government.
Nevertheless,
wh ile all of these
"truths" regarding
the rationale for
reparations hold
some validity, it is
important to recognize that steps,
though they may
be miniscule in the
eyes of some,
have been established to dismantle many of the continued problems
African- Americans still face despite the end of slavery.
For example, affirmative action and other equal
employment opportunity policies have been incorporated to close the gap between those privileged individuals who have benefited from the labor of slaves
and those who are decsedants of cruel chattel treatment.
While conceding that African- Americans who
have familial lineage to slaves have been placed in a
position ifa societal degradation, encountered economic segregation and have confronted covert racist

" Nevertheless, while all of these "truths" regarding
the rationale for reparations hold some validity, it is
important to recognize that steps, though they may
be miniscule in the eye of some, have been established to dismantle man of the continued problems
blacks still face despite tl e end of slavery."
www.newexpression.org

havoir,it is necessary to
con
pursuing this issue without realistic/ common sense
approaches will only continue to induce unneeded
racial tensions.
Furthermore, the rationale that partner(s) of a
firm, whose prior executive officials were indirectly or
directly connected to slavery, now must compensate
for the damage of a horrendous crime that they were
not even connected to, is ridiculous.
In our society, when a child commits a crime,
that child's parents do not receive a prison sentence;
to go further, if the parents of a juvenile child are
divorced - the parent who did not have sole custody
of the child does not receive her child's sentences.
Honestly, I think that the argument for reparations in
its current state has not reached the fruition of a
comprehensive plan that will bring even the most
independent member of congress on board to support such a measure.
Scholarship funds and other college financial
aid programs should be incorporated into the plank
of any measure that seeks to compensate descendants of African- Americans, this may be a formidable idea that the future generation of public servants
may be willing to address.
DON'T FORGET TO REGISTER TO VOTE!!
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School Vending Machines Target of Removal
Students feel free choice is real target
By Isis Jackson
Northside College Prep
S tate and city officials are moving to replace
junk food, sodas and other "unhealthy" items in
school vending machines with more nutritional foods
due to recent studies that indicate Chicago's youth
are getting fatter.
Gov. Rod Blagojevich is pushing legislation to
remove "unhealthy" snacks from school vending
machines by Jan. 1, 2005. Chicago aldermen are
discussing having vending machines completely
removed or relocated to areas of the schools where
more walking is needed and Chicago Public Schools
has already started seeking vendors who can provide healthier foods .
Some students are already dreading the possible changes.
"Nutritional foods are good to have but what's
the point if no one will buy them. Look at our lunch
food . They (school administrators) look for the
cheapest and most nutritional food , but I can no
longer look at it," says Paul Marszalem, 16, of
Northside.
Ald. Patrick O'Connor (40th) and his committee
members, defend the actions taken by state and c1ty
officials saying "students are becoming obese, overweight."
Fifteen percent of children ages 5-19 are overweight, according to health officials. That averages
out to about 9 million youth in the country who are
overweight. Health officials say that nationwide children are consuming on average 150 to 200 more
calories per day than they did ten years ago. Project
Lean, a nutrition organization, says that about a
quarter of everything children eat would qualify as
junk food . An Arkansas study shows that Type II
Diabetes is up 800 percent in young people over the
last decade. Type II Diabetes is a condition that was
once found almost wholly in adults.
While state and local officials are blaming vending machines for the today's overwe1ght youth, students say the root of the problem goes beyond
vending machines.
Some students say they tend to leave school
and go get something to eat from McDonald's or
Burger King or some other near by fast-food restaurant because they can't stand eating the school
lunches.
Juliana Ceja, 16, of Northside. said that while
school lunches are supposed to be nutritious, they
are rarely appetizing or appealing.
"I definitely agree with the governor's decision
to promote nutritional food in schools. However. we
do have our right to chocolate and Starburst. If he
needs to start somewhere, it's in the cafeteria. I
would think the vending machines are safer than the
pizza (that's served)," Juliana said.

www.newexpression.org

Some students said that while they
don't have any qualms about the food
served during lunch, they still find having accessibility to the goodies in the
vending machines a convenience.
"I agree that putting more nutritional
options in vending machines is a good
idea but removing them entirely would
make life at school nearly impossible.
Often times cravings come between
classes," said Leo Bassett, 17, of
Northside.
Basset said students use the vending machines when they need a quick
snack. For instance, the vending
machines are convenient when students
choose to take a quick snack break
instead of waiting in line for lunch
because they need the added t1me to
study for a test. While not a balanced,
healthy meal , students say the snacks
from the vending mach1nes help to sustain them until they have a chance to
eat later.
Students say it's the1r responsibility
to eat healthy and 1f they choose not to,
· - - - --4
well then the burden falls on them.
Many teens said that taking away the
vend1ng machines would be like taking
away a teenager's freedom of cho1ce.
Illustration by Jesse Hall, Crane
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President George W. Bush nominated Janice Rogers Brown to the
D.C U.S Court of Appeals in October 2003. Immediately after this nomination was announced, the NAACP and other civil rights groups began
efforts to fight against it.
The organizations opposing Brown's nomination say she has a poor
record on civil liberties and affirmative action. They point out her ruling In
University
the case of High Voltage Wire Works Inc. vs City of San Jose in which
upheld Proposition 209, which bans preferential treatment for women and
Conservative AfricanAmerican justices that are minorities in public contracts, hiring and college admissions.
. ._ _ _ _ _. . nominated to the federal
In an editorial published in December, journalist Star Parker counbench by President Bush
tered this claim by defending Brown 's conservative values, which support
deserve an up or down vote in the United States merit and hard work . Parker sees Brown's movement from poor shareSenate, and should not be lambasted as 'inade- cropper's daughter to California Supreme Court Justice as symbolic of
quate' to serve our country - by Democrats
everything good about America.
Many politicians on the left, including Sen. Dick Durbin (O-IL) oppose
because of their ideological differences.
Unfortunately, U.S. Senate Democrats have this view. Durbin, who gave the opening statement in a hearing on
not even allowed the names of minority.nominees such as Janice Brown or Miguel Estrada
to leave Conference Committee because they
are afraid of losing their leftist majority in the
court system.
Several senate Democrats, along with the
Congressional Black Caucus (CBC) and other
ultra liberal groups, must recognize that our
constitution does not say 'confirm the president's judicial nominees if you agree where they
stand on the issue of affirmative action or the
right to life.' It essentially says that Congress
should not administer a litmus test while screening judicial applications.
Nominated justices to the federal bench,
whether they are African- American conservatives or radical second amendment protectors,
have the constitutional right to be evaluated on
the merits of their experience, jurisprudence
employed when deciphering cases , and ailegiance to administer the law and not interpret it
based on how popular a stance is at the time.
Judge Brown, who if confirmed wou ld be
only the second African-American woman to sit
on the District of Columbia's Appeals Court,was
said to have been experienced and exhibited
the jurisprudence necessary to sit on a federal
bench by several bar associations.
Regrettably, she received unfair criticism
from groups like the NAACP because she simply followed a referendum that was voted on by
the residents of California. Judge Brown upheld
a measure titled Proposition 209, which banned
affirmative action programs in California, by
stating the state must not "discriminate against,
or grant preferential treatment to, any individual
Brown's nomination, claims Brown's story may be one of individual
or group on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in the operation of public
success but her voting record suggests she is opposed to legislation
designed to help all women and minority groups gain more opportunities.
employment, public education, or public contracting ."
Despite the controversy, Brown won a key vote in November when the
Senate judiciary committee approved her nomination. If approved, Brown
Many Democrats have a problem with
would become the second African- American to sit on the Court of
Judge Brown receiving a promotion to the federal bench because they support affirmative
Appeals (Clarence Thomas being the first).
Brown needs 60 votes to prevent a vote blocking her
action policies.
nomination. There are 51 Republicans in the senate, so the Republicans
These Democrats are wrong in their opponeed to get nine Democrats to vote in favor of Brown's nomination. If
sition to Judge Brown not only because our federal court system requires a diversification of
Brown's nomination is approved, she will be one step away from being a
U.S Supreme Court Justice. Two of the current U.S Supreme Court
views serving, but also due to the fact that
Justices, Ruth Bader Ginsberg and Clarence Thomas also served on the
Judge Brown was simply following the law. Isn't
that what judges are supposed to do?
Court of Appeals for the D.C circuit.

Haaml'd Xav'er
1
Johnson
Georgetown

r-------------------------...1
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COUNTERPOINT
Brian Lew1's
St. Ignatius
Janice Rogers Brown,
daughter of an Alabama
sharecropper, and the first
African-American woman
appointed to the Supreme
Court by former California
Gov. Pete Wilson despite
an "unqualified" rating from her state bar panel,
still claims to oppose affirmative action.
Brown compares modern day affirmative
action to racial segregation, yet she achieved
her position as Supreme Court judge in
California, in part, because of her status as a
minority and a woman , and not solely because
of her outstanding accomplishments or examplary bar rating .
African- Americans have been denied many
educational and vocational opportunities for
generations simply because of skin color. It was
only one generation ago, in the 1960's that civil
rights legislation for African- Americans was
passed to combat oppressive Jim Crow laws
and practices. Affirmative action is needed to
help those who have been held back catch up
with those who have not had restrictions placed
on them.
Affirmative action does not support segregation.
It gives minorities access to areas traditionally
prohibited to them .
As a right wing conservative ideologue,
Brown maintains that race is not an important
factor in attempting to build a just and righteous
society. She shares this philosophy with other
right wing constituents, like President George
W. Bush, who says a meritocracy, or a society
that rewards individuals for accomplishments
and/or hard work, is the best way to achieve
justice. But, when President Bush applied to
Yale, his family name was taken into consideralion (after all he was the son of a powerful politician and entrepreneur, George H.W. Bush).
President Bush should be the last person to
oppose affirmative action. He did not have good
enough grades or high enough test scores to
fall into the average range for students accepted to Yale. However, neither Janice Brown nor
President Bush have recognized that their rise
to their current status has not been based only
on their a.ccomplishments.
When Janice Brown applied for college and
Law School at the University of California, and
when she was elevated to the position of
Supreme Court judge in California, her race and
gender were definitely taken into consideration.
In supporting policies full of contradictions,
African- American conservative judges like
Janice Rogers Brown, take action to close the
door of opportunity and create environments
that are not multi-cultural or diverse.
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Dr. Carter G.Woodson auncliect "Negro History Weelt" In 1926 as an lnltlat veto bnng na on
n n
e contributions
of African- Americans people throughout American history. Eventually, .. Negro History Week" became Black History Month. In
school, we learn of the co..1trlbutions of various leaders in America's past. What about the future? New Expression profiles
several teens who are gearing up to be tomorrow's leaders.

Jasmine McKinnon Price
By Jol Hampton

il'hornrldc;ae Hlc;ah School
Jasmine
Mckinnon Price,
17, is making a
difference in the
lives of many
minority teens
through her
work with the
Rainbow/PUSH
Coalition youth
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilli.-.--_. council.
A student at Von Steuben High School, Jasmine
got involved with PUSH when her mother started
working at PUSH this year. They were in need of
new council members when Jasmine became
involved. Having been elected vice-president of the
youth council Jasmine took on an immediate leadership role. Because of her hard work and completion
of tasks usually assigned to the president of the
council, Jasmine was immediately appointed president.
The goal of the youth council is to
help with the initiatives of Rainbow/PUSH, which is
dedicated to helping minorities get scholarships,
spreading HIV awareness, along with a variety of
other important issues. The Rainbow/PUSH Coalition
is a merger of Operation PUSH (founded in 1971)
and the National Rainbow Coalition (founded in
1985). The Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, Sr founded both
organizations.

The Rainbow/PPUSH Youth Council raises awareness through annual talent shows, poetry slams for
teens with HIV, and historically black college tours in
By Christina Billy
the spring. The youth council's newest initiative is
Northside College Prep
encouraging minority teens to vote.
For years the primary focus of Operation
Haamid Johnson is New Expression's political
PUSHhas been leveling the playing field, better economic understanding and better justice for minorities. writer While in high school, Haamid served as the
youth Mayor of Chicago for two years, and was a
Jasmine's role with the youth at Push is to approve
member of the golf team. Haamid served as class
projects that the council members want to do.
president his freshman and sophomore years at
·so far the group is really small and I have been runHales Franciscan High School. Now a freshman at
ning a lot of events such as the talent show and the
Georgetown University, in Washington D.C., he IS
poetry slam," Jasmine said.
the president of his dorm, a member of the Lecture
Jasmine, who was once painfully shy, has
Fund and applying to become a resident assistant.
become more outspoken through her leadership role
As the political writer for New Expression,
at PUSH. She says her favonte aspect of being
Haam1d hopes his column sheds new light on how
involved in the foundation is getting to know everyteens are affected by today's politics. When asked
one on the council
why
he thought he was a future leader he sa1d, "I
"They are IJke family to me," she sa1d.
feel
that
the severe test of this generation 1sn't solely
Jasmine's main focus is today's teens.
the
severe
contemplation of the road we will take in
''Today's teens are not being heard enough," she
the
future,
but
the impact we will have on today's
said. Jasmine said that a lot of the Africansociety"
Americans communities are focused on being seen
andnothea~.
. .. .. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

Haamid Xavier Johnson

"Adults think teens of today don't
know what's going on in soc1ety; my
purpose here at Rainbow PUSH is to
make sure that today's teens are
heard."

Demetrius Harrison
By Jennifer Brown
Brooks College Prep
Demetrius Harrison
was once the "average
Joe." You know the
guy who wa1ted to do
everything and slacked
here and there But
Demetrius said he has
learned from his mistakes and now he
strives to be the first
and best at everything
he does.
Demetrius is a JUnior at Hales Franciscan
High School. This dynamic student is being noticed
not only for being number one in his jun1or class but
he is the only student in the state going to
Washington, D.C. to take part in the Congressional
Page Program.
Demetrius is one of 66 young men and women
who have been appointed by their members of
Congress to serve as pages in the U.S. House of
Representatives. 54 slots are reserved for
Republican pages (the slot reservation ratio between

www.newexpr.esslon.orq

the two parties depends on which
party controls the House) The pages
live on Cap1tol Hill and act pnmanly
as messengers delivering legislative
material between the various buildings of Cap1tol Hill. Rep. Bobby Rush
(D-IL) is sponsonng Demetrius for the
Page Program.
Demetnus said he looks forward
to the opportunity to spend time in the
nation's Ci:!pitol and learn about the
United States government from a
unique perspective Demetrius left for
Washington on Jan 24. He will return
on June 5
Demetrius wants to go to
Northwestern University and study
computer science. After college
Demetrius said he wants to become
an entrepreneur and practice real
estate on the side. An only child,
Demetrius said he models himself
after his role model, his father.

_____. . . ,_ _ _ _ february2004

Tomorrows leaders (continued)

Patricia

Easley
By Brian Lewis
St. Ignatius
Patricia Easley
compares her determination to bring about
change in society to
African-American leaders such as Nation of
Islam orator Malcolm X and Black Panther revolutionary Huey P. Newton.
"It's not that I'm radical or anything. I just see
that there needs to be change and my aggressiveness to spark that change is similar to theirs ,"
Patricia said.
Patricia, 17, is involved in numerous activities
inside and outside of school. Between going to
class, working on schoolwork to maintain her good
grades, and just dealing with the trials and tribulations of teenage life, she finds time to participate in:
All City Band , the Whitney Young Concert Choir, the
Whitney Young Concert Band , Best Buddies, the
Nordstrom fashion board, New Expression on TV,
and the NAACP Chicago West Side Illinois-Youth
College Division.
Patricia hopes to utilize her various activities as
a springboard toward political activism and mobilization toward social change. She sees all of her activities as opportunities to build better connections, better communities, and ultimately a better world.
"I like to express my ideas to large numbers of
people and help everyone achieve their ideal and
reach their full potential," she said.
Patricia says she is a good leader because of
her unique ability to reach out to people at every
level.
Patricia wants to major in broadcast journalism
in college and someday become a broadcast journalist. She believes the opportunity to be on television and be a recognizable figure in the community
will help her reach out to others and contribute to her
social activism.
Patricia also aspires to have her own distribution/production company. She looks up to Oprah
Winfrey and cites Oprah's Harpo Studios as an
example of something Patricia wants to some day
set up for herself.
Patricia believes it is vital to utilize the media as
a tool for positive change.
"Many black people have been brainwashed into
believing the only way to measure success is what
we have on the outside," Patricia said.
"Maybe if the mainstream media stopped projecting these negative images, there would be a progression toward deeper and more balanced images
of blacks," Patricia explained.
Patricia hopes to be at the forefront of revolutionizing the way people see blacks in the media and
creating greater understanding between all people.

Profiles continued on page 14
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Sherman Kelly
By Jennifer Brown
Brooks College Prep
It's rare that a high
school student has their
own office in school but
Sherman Kelly is the
exception in many ways.
If this was the Matrix,
you might refer to him as
"The One."
Sherman is the guy
to call when you're having problems with your
illlilllllliiil-• PC. When the school
needs to reboot, they
dial Sherman at his desk.
Sherman, 17, is a senior and the head network
administrator at Hales Franciscan High School. His
job is to maintain all the computers and make sure
that everything is working right throughout the
school. This is a heavy responsibility to take on but
Sherman said he has it all under control. He is the
youngest in his family but he is a big brother to a

number of freshman students who need help adjusting. Sherman also teaches a computer certification
class at Hales. He also manages to find time to be
part of Hales Track and Field Team and a Student
Ambassador, a student who incoming freshman get
to know the school.
No matter what he is involved in Sherman said
that he is a student first. With his organizational
skills, he overcomes time management battles
because he prioritizes his life in a way that no distractions can be a barrier to his success.
Referred to by some as "the black Bill Gates"
Sherman has a GPA of 3. 715 and plans on attending
the University of Advancing Technology in Arizona.
He plans on majoring in software engineering. After
college he plans to own his own company, fixing
computers. As soon as he makes his first million,
Sherman said he wants to give back to his school
and possibly create a scholarship program for all
students who graduate from Hales. He's a perfect
example of a dedicated student and a blossoming
leader.
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Barack Obama: One ofToday's Young African - American Leaders
By Erna Dzavic
Amundsen
Barack Obama's charm and enthusiasm about
sincere politics and making positive changes makes
him a prime example of one of today's young
African-American leaders and a role model for youth.
Obama, a candidate seeking re-election tor U.S
Senate, was the first African-American president of
the Harvard Law Review. A man of 41 , Obama has
worked most of his life to make the world a better
place.
"My candidacy for U.S. Senate is a natural
extension of the work that I have done all my adult
life -- first as a community organrzer 1n low-income
neighborhoods, then as a civil nghts attorney, and
most recently as a state senator At each stage I've
tried to focus on giving a voice to people that don't
have a voice in the decrsrons that affect therr lives."
Obama said.
"I think that my race has helped me develop an
instinct for helping the underdog, and attuned me to
the ways that our society doesn't always live up to
its promise. But I don't think my race has ever
stopped me from reaching my goals " he said
Obama lectures at the University of Chrcago and
uses his status to spread hrs Bnthusiastic views of
government, law, and politics to young adults
Obama sard his goal rs to make politics accessible to
young adults and he does through different programs.
"Remember that every significant social movement in this country has started with young people

You only gain significance in life by getting
involved in something larger than
yourself,and that young people should aim
higher than just getting rich or becoming a
celebrity. Dream big, and make your mark by
improving this country, and this world,"
Obama said .
As llinois 13th Senate Representatrve on
Chicago's south side Obama said his main
goal has been communrty organizrng and
improving schools, creating affordable health
care, and encouraging others to try to bring
about posrtive change
"I don't belteve that any single indrvrdual
brings about lasting improvements rn our
society. I thrnk all of us have to take leadershrp, and promote the leadership skills of
each other,' he sard.
Obama said that many AfncanAmencans leaders have served as role models for hrm
·The list of Afncan-Amencan heroes that
have rnspired me rs too long -- from
Sojourner Truth to Dt. Krng. I do take great
insprratron from the young leaders of the civil Senate
rights movement of the sixtres. those like Bob
Moses of SNCC who. at great risk to themselves,
mobilized voter regrstration drives in the South wrthout much notrce or fanfare," Obama sard.
In regards to Black History Month Obama said,

NE File Photo
hopeful Baracl< Obama reads to children.

I thrnk Black Hrstory Month s a useful tradrtron to
focus attention on those elements of thrs country's
past that are too often ignored. I thmk that every
month should be a month in which we study our history and work to make our future brighter "

NAACP: It's More to Me Than Marching
By Patricia Easley
Whitney Young
When the acronym "NAACP" comes to mind,
what do you think? "We shall overcome"? Sit-ins at
lunch diners? People marching around with picket
signs?
Although civil rights is the foundation of the
organization, the National Associatron for the
Advancement of Colored People has evolved to
become more than that.
During my three years in the organization, I
have gained a deeper, personal understanding of the
term "civil rights." During the 2003 National NAACP
Convention, held in Miami, FL. a variety of issues
were discussed that opened my eyes to the problems that we as African- Americans still face today.
For example, there was disparate treatment of
Haitian immigrants who were sent back to Haiti while
Cllban immigrants were being welcomed into the
United States each day. After the NAACP became
involved in the matter, the city of Miami pledged to
give equal treatment to Haitian immigrants.
Another issue concerned the treatment of
African-American children in Washington D.C. who
shopped at local 7-Eleven convenience stores. Only
two children were allowed to enter at a time because
the owners believed there was a risk of theft. When
he children's families contacted the NAACP, the
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owners rssued a public apology and the problem
was solved
The organization also sponsors blood drives,
srckle cell awareness days voter empowerment and
home ownership classes These examples are only
a few of the problems throughout our country that
the NAACP addresses.
The NAACP also held a presidential candidates'
forum, to whrch all of the candrdates were invited All
were present, except President George W. Bush.
National NAACP CEO Kweisi Mfume stated, "People
that can't make time to see us, therr money is like
that of Confederate dollars. No value .... Remember
when the time comes to vote, who came to see you.''
The Bush Administration issued a written formal
apology saying the president's schedule was set and
he was very sorry for missing the event. How many
other organizations can get that kind of attention
from the Wh ite House?
Dr. W.E.B. DuBois and others organized the
NAACP in 1919 after the Chicago race riots. The
organization has worked for years trying to right civil
wrongs. They were responsible for the 1951 Brown
vs. Topeka Board of Education case, which resulted
In the desegregation of schools across America.
''I am a member because this is the organization

of my choice and having the choice to attend any
school I want." said Tiffany Dockery, a student at
Whitney Young High School.
So the next time you hear the acronym
"NAACP," remember that because of thrs group, you
can attend any school you want and sit where you
want on a bus.
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{ssoy Contest
1st Place
Michael Fisher
Manley Career Academy
Being a slave in America was very difficult. Slavery
was not abolished in the United States until 1865. Prior
to this time, slaves worked to build the New World without any kind of compensation. They were not paid with
money or given land or the ultimate payment, freedom.
In America the slaves were required to work in
whatever way possible to help build America both economically and culturally. Whatever money was made it
went to the masters. Regardless of the types of relationships or interactions that slaves had with their masters, they were still not treated as equal and were never
given payment for their work as slaves. Where, we ask,
are our forty acres and a mule? We were promised
these things according to the Freeman Bureau at the
end of slavery and in 2004, we have not yet been paid.
After all this torture, one would think that by now
African-Americans would be given some type of compensation or privileges. Jews, Japanese, and NativeAmericans were g1ven reparations. But in America we
are still struggling to get ahead. Reparations are the
answer to many of the problems facing AfricanAmericans . I think Amenca should stop trying to add
msult to InJury when they talk about ndmg affirmative
act1on. It does not take a rocket scientist to know that
African-Americans were treated unfairly. I feel as though
Afncan-Amencans need to be helped out a lot more.
America, you owe us something ,;we don't want
you to dole it out in welfare checks" I m not saying g1ve
African-Amencans a bunch of money, but realize all of
the hard work and t1me that was put mto this country.
Realize African-Americans are the reason for th1s country being the land where the OPPRESSED are set free,
the home of the brave, Recognize th1s and make sure
our schools get better books and better computer labs.
It's sad to see the state ofpredominately AfricanAmerican schools around the country
I knew a young African-Amencan man who had to
leave college because of money problems. All that he
had to go back to was the streets and do1ng wrong.
Why couldn't he be helped? This should be where reparations are sought. Reparations could come in the form
of facilities, books for schools, technology, programs for
youth, efficient housing, safer streets, recreational facilities and to be recognized as human beings andequal
citizens in America .

2nd Place
Tonia Jamie West
Young Women's Leadership Charter
School of Chicago
I think reparations should be paid to AfricanAmericans here in America . We were forced over to
America to live a miserable life. Even the simplest rights
were taken, like learning how to read .
African-Americans invented so much, yet aren't
even put in history books. A race of people, which didn't
have the privilege to know their own age or to have the
least bit of a good education, has invented the world's
most needed and used things .
Frederick Douglass, who was born a slave, was
one of the first U.S. ambassadors. Dr. Daniel Hale
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This month's question: "Should reparations be paid to black
Americans for slavery?"
Williams was one of America's first African-American
surgeons and he performed one of the first successful
heart operations, yet died because he needed open
heart surgery.
African-Americans have suffered during slavery
and long after, but have contributedand continue to contribute to our society. If it wasn't for the inventions
blacks have created I'm scared to even imagine today's
world without African-American . We have given so
much, and now it's time for us to receive reparations.
Japanese and Native Americans have received reparations. Jews are still receiving reparations in some form
today.
When it comes down to the well deserving AfricanAmerican all we get is a polished up apology and a
bogus explanation. So much money is being spent on
the "War on Terrorism" but what about the "War on
Illiteracy" here in America . There are many young
African-Americans who can't afford to go to college and
many who owe college loans. Reparations should be
used toward the education of blacks period. Money
should be put toward predominately black elementary
and high schools. The reason most African-Americans
have a hard time getting into college in the first place is
due to the msufficient education we receive before college. Those who are already educated, satisfied
with the1r job or ret1red, shouldn't have to go back
to school.
T1mes are hard, especially for the elderly
who often take care of the1r grandchildren with
no additional help. The ones who don 't need to
go to school should just get compensated each
month because it is desperately needed. In whatever form of payment, blacks should be eotitled
to reparations.

much more than that. We have the ability to apply ourselves, adapt to society, and have successful careers.
The few that choose to live there lives below the poverty line should not affect the ability of our race to succeed.
In conclusion , reparations are the only American
way of so called "giving back" to our race, but we don't
need it. We have the ability to take care of ourselves,
and by getting an education and becoming successful
we are telling America that we are not what they
thought we were. So instead of depending on reparations I challenge black America to get an education and
prove America wrong .

These writers won
money for their
opinion. You can, too.
Find out how on Page

3rd Place
LaShonde Brown
Gwendolyn Brooks
I have been asked numerous t1mes and I still
couldn't come up with answer.
Seeing as I am African-American many people expected me to say yes we do deserve reparations and a lot of it, but I could never say that
because a lot of African-Americans don't deserve
it. Even though I sympathize with the fact that
many of my ancestors were slaves and went
through a lot of hard times, I can't shake the fact
that many African-Americans abuse the fact that
they are black.
We already get treated differently and
stereotyped as being worthless and having
everything handed to us because of our color, so
we don't reparations for something we never
went through .
There are many opportunities for the black
community already that we don't take.
Affirmative action allowed African Americans to
get into mainly white universities, and use that
opportunity to better their lives through education. Unfortunately, all too few blacks jumped on
the bandwagon leaving the rest of the AfricanAmerican population to become a statistic.
I don't agree with reparations, because,
quite frankly, I believe African-Americans aren't
deserving of this privilege. I do agree with the
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By Brian Lewis, St. Ignatius

Atter being kicked out
of high school Andrew
Ingram, 18, hit the
streets to "kick it on
the corner with his people." But after a short
time of bei ng out on the
streets, Andrew decided it was in his best
interest to get back in
school and try to make
a better life for himself.
"At North Lawndale (school) I got 1n with the
wrong group and did the wrong things. I got in trouble for smoking in the bathroom and throwing things
at my teachers," Andrew explained.
One day Andrew snuck into the principal's office
and went through the transcripts and school records .
He found a list of juniors who were scheduled to be
kicked out of school but had not yet been notified .
Andrew saw eighty names on the list, all friends of
his and people close to him. As he ran his eyes over
the group of names, his own name jumped off the
pag~ .
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Photo by Brian Lewis, St. Ignatius
(L to R) Bmndon Iinzy, Lechrn .ewrs, and Andrew Ingram attend Bob Meyer s classr

The next day Andrew was called mto the principal's office. He was officially expelled from school
along w1th eighty of h1s classmates ''After that I didn't
have anything to do really. I went back to the block
with my people who sold drugs," Andrew said.
Andrew is now one of more than e1ghty students
who attend West Town Academy, an alternative h1gh
school set up specifically for students who have
dropped out or been kicked or "squeezed" out of the
Chicago Public School system. At least half the students at West Town Academy are black males. A
recent study by the Greater West Town Community
Development Project, which runs the alternative
school, indicates that 1 out of every 4 AfricanAmerican teenage boys dropped out or were kicked
out 1n the 2001-02 school year. Based on that study,

the highest dropout rate of any ethnic group in the
city. According to the study though black men
account for 25 percent of the populatton in the
Chicago Public Schools, they account for forty percent of the system's expulsions.
West Town academy was established to specifically help students, like Gabriel Powell, who are
affected by these negat1ve trends
During his freshman year at Crane High School ,
Gabriel, 18, was 1n MSTA, a math, science and technology honors program He earned honors on his
report card his ffreshman year, but his sophomore
year he began gang banging and partying.

Continued on next page
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They let me get away with a lot of little things only to
come down hard when I did something big," Gabriel
said about his expulsion at Crane.
Jowan Sims, 18, echoed Gabriel's sentiments
During his junior year at Crane, Gabriel was
saying, "A lot of stillness brings animosity. One of the
involved in a big gang fight at the school. He was
reasons there's not a lot of fighting at West Town
offered a chance to redeem himself in summer
school. When he returned to school in September he is because everybody takes the time to know everybody else so there is no fear."
was told he would not receive credit for the
Jowan formerly attended Westinghouse High
Contemporary American History Class he took that
School. He was expelled his junior year for
summer and was then expelled. Gabriel said he fell
absences and poor academic performance. He said
victim to a controversial program implemented in the
the
teachers at Westinghouse failed to capture his
Chicago Public School system that give school offiattention.
cials the authority to drop a student if they believe he
"Some of the teachers are all about the book
or she will not earn the mandatory 26 units of credit
work. It's important to actually interact with the class
needed to graduate by the time he or she turns 21 .
to keep them interested and paying attention,"
After being kicked out of school, Gabriel landed
Jowan said.
a part-time job at JC Penny. After being fired from
Brandon Linzy, 16, said he was more disilluthat job, Gabriel came to West Town Academy.
sioned than bored at school. After being kicked out
"At first I cared about school and got good
of Lincoln Park High School for fighting and being
grades, but it seemed like some teachers just threw
arrested, Brandon said he realized that he needed to
something up on the chalkboard and didn't care. I
re-focus his priorities.
got bored and being bored meant being in trouble.
"I came to understand that nobody can take
your knowledge away. Money and cars can be
taken away but nobody can take what you know
from you," Brandon said.
Gabriel said that he also has learned from his
mistakes.
"On the streets, accomplishments are new cars,
clothes and things like that. In school accomplishments are good grades, grants and scholarships.
The difference is accomplishments in school are
good and will help you in life," Gabriel said.
Gabriel and Jowan have learned to channel
their frustration and boredom into creativity. Both
are rappers and poets. They rap about everything
from current events to life experiences.
" If no one is listening to you, you might feel
like you're only dynamic is through rap or
poetry," Gabriel said .
West Town Academy hosts open mic sets once
a month for students to stage their creative verbal
and literary talents. Teachers like Michael
McGroan set up these events.
McGroan says he wants to help black students
who deal with difficult situations in their homes or
neighborhoods by acting as more than just a
teacher. Pointing out that 80 percent of the students at West Town Academy come from singleparent homes, McGroan said he must assume the
role of male father figure .
"We have to deal with every student holistically
and listen to them," McGroan
said.
"These are individuals who tend to internalize,
who deal with death on an every day basis. I think
some people need to be put through a struggle to
get through. It can present a challenge and make
a person stronger and better," he said .
The struggle is far from over for students at
Photo by Brian Lewis, St. Ignatius West Town Academy. The school itself is a conWest Town teacher Michael McGroan in his office verted warehouse and the sizes of the rooms
where classes are held are small and cramped.

Continued from previous page
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At first I cared about
school and got good
grades, but it
seemed like some
teachers just threw ,
something up on the·
chalkboard and didn•t care. I got bored
and being bored
meant being in trouble. They let me get a
way with a lot of little
things only to come
down hard when I
did something big, ..
- Gabriel, 18
There is a limited amount of technology and
computer equipment available but human resources
are in full supply and that's what helps the students
at West Town stay focused on their goals.
Brandon, Gabriel, and Jowan say they all hope
to attend college. Jowan said he is willing to work
hard to one day receive a master's degree and a
PhD. Gabriel and Jowan graduated J~nuary of this
year.
Andrew, who is expected to graduate in June,
said he wants to go to college and that he is excited
about his future . Andrew went on to say that he is
satisfied with his decision to turn his life around and
that no matter where his life options take him, he will
not go back to the streets, hanging around the
wrong crowd or doing the wrong things.

*Wilbert Taylor, Kenwood Academy,
contributed to this story
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CPS Officials Struggle to Combat Dropout Problem
:ducators say complete reform of system needed
ly Joi Hampton
hornwood High School
W hile Chicago schools officials tout a
:ecr&ased drop out rate for the 2002-03 school year,
"ley acknowledge that they still have a ways to go to
.ure a problem that some refer to as a "crisis.·
The 2002 dropout rate of 14.4 percent is the
owest dropout rate since 1995. While the overall
:ropout rate has been reduced , the number of
,frican-American males that have dropped out of the
;chool system has dramatically mcreased That year
1e overall dropout rate was 17.6 percent
According to a recent study by the Greater West
·own Community Development ProJect, 25.8 percent
J black males in the school system dropped out m
1e 2001-02 school year That bas1cally means that
:ne out of every four black teenage boys dropped
JUt or was kicked out that school year Based on the
study, Afncan-Americans account for the h1ghest
:ropout rate of any ethn1c group in the city Black
11ales account for 25 percent of the Chicago Public
Schools' population and 40 percent of the system 's
9xpulsions, according to the report
While CPS offic1als are aware of the 1ncreas1ng
number of African-Amencan as well as Hispan1cs
oropping out, they are attempting to address the
<>Verall dropout Situation instead of focus1ng on solu·ons for specific populations, said Joi Meeks, a
;pokeswoman for CPS.
Meeks said school officials know there are many
Jroblems outs1de of school that result m students
struggling and dropping out of school such as teen
~egnancies , students havmg to work to support the
'amily, domestic VIOlence, substance abuse and
even homelessness.
As part of an initiative to improve school atten1ance, CPS officials are taking steps to link students
ll'ho_have social problems with the appropriate soc1al
serv1ce agencies, Meeks said. Arne Duncan CEO of
Chicago Public Schools, said that it would b~ a few
)9a:S before the CPS will be able to get the proper
SOCial serv1ce agencies in place to provide support
tclr all CPS schools.
The newest problem CPS officials face is incomng freshmen who are not up to par academically
ll'hen they enter high school. Meeks said these students tend to get lost and stay lost for the rest of the
,ear and soon "fall off" academically.
"We now recognize how serious it is to stress
G1e i~portance of whether incoming freshmen are on
l1e nght track in order for them to graduate on time.
The problem needs to be dealt with properly from
111e start, which will prevent dealing with the situation
at its worst," she said.
To address the freshman situation, Meeks said
CPS provides a Summer Bridge Program for stud~nts entering ninth _grade . The bridge program pro!ldes high school student mentors and other sup-

I
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ports to help incoming freshmen
adjust to a high school sett1ng
CPS IS also providing extra support m the fall with double periods of algebra and read1ng, to
provide additional tra1n1ng for
students who struggle m these
subjects
Other support IS provided
through the accountability system , Meeks said When the
schools' success 1s measured,
the dropout rate 1s measured
and the school IS evaluated for
its dropout rate This system
helps CPS mon1tor whether
schools are usmg expulsion as a
solut1on for struggling or troublesome students
Many current and former
NE File Photo
dropouts that New Expression
Chrcago Public Schools CEO Ame Duncan at a recent press conference
spoke w1th sa1d that they were
"squeeze outs" more so than
erences for struggling or disruptive students so
dropouts, mean1ng school adm1n1strators forced
somethmg else can be worked out other than expulthem out because of grades, attendance or other
Sion
problems
State and c1ty offic1als have referred to the
Meeks sa1d CPS hopes to d1scourage pnnc1pals
recent dropout stat1st1cs as a cns1s But educators
from expellmg students by havmg the accountability
like Ben Churchill assistant pnncipal at the Howard
system 1n place "Expulsion is not the answer, our
Area Alternative H1gh, says th1s an old and on-go1ng
goal is to educate the students," Meeks sa1d.
problem
State officials, like Sen M1guel del Valle (D"We have been 1n a state of cns1s for years It
Chlcago), are attemptmg to reduce the squeeze out
JUSt
seems
that because of the recent media attenproblem by introducing leg1slat1on that reqUires
tion the problem is starting to get some attention and
schools to provide strugglmg students w1th direct
people are now calling it a crisis," he said.
support before students can be k1cked out of school.
Churchill sa1d that to truly address the problem, a
The legislation also deals with offering expelled stucomplete revamp of the education system has to
dents an opportunity to re-enroll in school.
occur.
Meeks sa1d Ch1cago school officials are making
an effort to re-enroll students mto alternative learning
environments that have
dropped out or were
kicked out
"The r~ 1s a strong
need to cont1nue to create
Third Generation -Same Family Ownership
more cho1ces so that the
312-427-5580 · 24 Hour Fax: 312-427-1898
schools remain attractive,
www.central-camera.com
and a viable option for
email: sales@central-camera.com
each and every student,
no matter what their age,
interest, or economic
background," Meeks said .
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lack History Month
By Vincent Dixon
Gwendolyn
Brooks

.II

Natae Thomas, 27,
is a woman who has
dedicated much of her
time to Chicago
teens.Thomas has created and participated in
programs designed to
give teenagers a chance
to get out of the house
and enjoy fun things.
Today, some teens spend less time getting
Involved in after-school activities possibly because of
the illusion that after school programs are boringly
educational Instead of interesting and fun . Natae has
made it clear that this isn't true.
One major program Thomas spends time directing Is the Jackson Park Teen Club on Chicago's
south side. The club is a program for teenagers ages
13-17 to come together and plan events and fundraisers in order to go on small trips such as to the
movies, roller rink, bowling, etc.
Teen Club also holds discuss1ons on problem
solv-lem solving and dealing with life.Thomas and
the Teen Club are currently planning on taking a trip

(Continued)
trip to New York.
The Break-Dancing/ HipHop Workshop is another
exciting program the Morgan
Park graduate directs. The
workshop helps anyone that is
interested in hip-hop, breakdancing and OJ techniques to
practice their talents.The program is in its seventh year.
The teenagers in the programs seem to love and
admire Natae for the work she
does "Natae is responsible,
important, respectful, someone you talk to and would
wanna kick it with," said
Jalinia Logan, a freshman at
Brooks. "She is cool."
When asked why she
does these events, Natae
said, "Basically, I've always
had a way with younger people and it's like a paid hobby."
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that you have a passion
for it. If you don't have a
passion for it, it's pointless,"

1

MARCH NE ESSAY QUESTION:
"Should same-sex marriages be legal?"
APRIL NE ESSAY QUESTION:
"Should high schools provide day care?"
Essays must be 300-400 words The top three essays will be reprinted in the
March and April issues with photos of the winners, who will rece1ve $100, $50,
and $25 respectively. All entries must include:
1) Your full name 2) Home address 3) School name 4) Home phone number
5) The name of your teacher, if the essay was assigned. 6) All essays must be
typed. Forget any of these, and your essay will be disqualified.

Send the essays to:

New Expression Essays
600 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago IL 60605
Fax: (312) 922-7151
e-mail: brentw@youth-comm .org

ability : di scov e red

High School Summer Institute
sophomores, juniors and seniors • 50 Arts & Communications Courses
learn from working professionals • earn college credit • (312) 344-7130

Please make the subject line: "NE Essay Contest."

Deadlines:
March: February 24 by 5 pm.
April: March 21 by 5 pm.
No Exceptions.
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How'd they do
I•t,
.

Teenaged entrepreneurs
have their own name. style, ~~~~~~~~M
and an understanding of what
it means to make 1t on the1r
own. Each month, Nrw
Expression will share stories
of how teens are making it
and what it takes to be a
successful entrepreneur,
because.....

It's never too early to start your own
business. Many of today's most successful business people were 'Treps ...

Bill Gates

Local Entrepreneur Started at a Young Age
ByTehira Wri9ht
South Shore High School
I n a quest to find an entrepreneur that lived in
the South Shore commumty I ran across one almost
in my own backyard . I thought my boss P1erre
Montgomery. a man who started h1s own food catering busmess at young age would be perfect to 1nterv1ew
It was somewhat hard to get a m1nute of Pierre's
because he is always busy mov1ng from here to
there After much runn1ng around and looking 1 finally
had a chance to talk to h1m about h1s flounshmg
busmess and the obstacles he faced as a young
entrepreneur
Around the age of 20. Montgomery started h1s
own food catenng bus1ness P1erre s Catenng 2255
E. 75th St. Montgomery sa1d he had always dabbled
in moneymaking projects that Involved food when he
was a teen.
"I picked someth1ng I was always good at and 1
went from there," he said
P1erre made money by work1ng for a woman
who bought food from h1m wh1ch he prepared That s
when he thought "if I'm gett1ng pa1d th1s much
money from her by JUSt doing what I'm domg now
then I would make way more if I started my own
business." That's what he did .
Pierre began getting the essentials needed for
his own catering business and in no time he had
ev~rything he needed. But it was hard trymg to get
not1ced. He faced many obstacles while starting his
business.
"The hardest challenges that I had aside from
trying to get noticed involved getting approved.
When you go into any type of business you need a
license for it and a food business is one of the hardest business's to get licenses for," he said.
"First you need a cooking license. You need a
license from the state, the county, the board of education if you want to serve schools. Then you need
your equipment and other little tid bits. You need
everything and a license for it. Yeah it's hard but
those are the types of things you have to go through
when your starting any kind of business."

As hard as all that was 1t st1ll didn't stop P1erre from
domg what needed to be done It took h1m about
four years to really gel noticed Most of h1s busmess
came by word of mouth
That s the best kmd of advert1s1ng . Once people th1nk you ve done a good JOb then they II always
come back and bnng a fnend too." he said
"I love what I do. I really wouldn tor couldn't
change anythmg about 1t because you·re always
go1ng to have your bad days My bus1ness is always
changmg depending on what day 1t IS I m1ght make
about f1ve-to-seven thousand-dollars in that day,
then agam I m1ght only make one thousand •
• My bus1ness IS always grow1ng and expand1ng
It gets better by the day F1ve years from now 1 see a
cham of bus1ness's that I own because I'm a entrepreneur I make money where ever I can." he said
Not only does P1erre own his own food catering
company, but he also owns a number of apartment
buildings.
"Some adv1ce I have for teenagers who want to
go mto business for themselves .. it's easy to make
money out here All you have to do IS find something, 1t can be anyth1ng , and sell1t or make something that people want and need. then sell 1t It's just
that simple "
P1erre has now been 1n the catenng business
for 35 years, and he says th1ngs are only getting better for h1m.

Are you a young entrepreneur?
Tell your story to New Expression.
Write us at:
Teens Mean Business
c/o New Expression
600 S. Michigan
Chicago, ll60605

Bill Gates discovered
his interest in software
and began programming computers at
age 13 In 1973,
Gates entered
Harvard Umversity,
where he developed
the programming language for the first
microcomputer

Russell
Simmons
Russel S1mmons
began producmg
recordmgs on shoestnng budgets In
1984, he teamed up
with producer Rick
Rub1n to form Def
Jam Records Withm
three years Def Jam
albums dommated
the black mus1c
charts

Milton Hershey
Hershey opened his
own candy shop in
Philadelphia at the
age of 18. The business failed after six
years. After failed
businesses in
Denver, Chicago, and
New Orleans,
Hershey opened the
Hershey Chocolate
Company in 1894.
The rest is history.
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Historically Black Colleges: The Struggle Continues
By Christina Billy
Northside College Prep
back because they
In the late 19th century, colbelieve in saving
leges were started for Africanthe
future of
American students in boxcars and
theHBCU
's of
church basements. Mary Mcleod
which
they
are
Bethune started a college with
alumni.
$1.50 and five students. Today,
"There's
there are over 100 Historically
still
this
opinion
Black Colleges and Universities.
that the wh ite
There have been many
man's ice is colder.
pmminent graduates from them
Yet all water
such as W. E. B. DuBois (Fisk
freezes
at the
University), Thurgood Marshall
same
temperature,"
(Lincoln University and Howard
said David
University), Toni Morrison
Swinton,
president
(Howard University), and Martin
of
Benedict
Luther King , Jr. (Morehouse
College.
College). But is the future of our
The future of
HBCU's so certain? Our HBCU's
HBCUs
is very
are facing extinction from probif the
murky
and
lems such as financings , accredischools
fail
it will
tation, and African-Amencan faith .
also
harm
the
To th1s date, 26 HBCU's have
future of the
been closed and currently 15 perAfrican-Americans
cent of the schools have been
economy.
There
given warnings or are now on
are
many
people
v obation by accreditation agen~"""=--~'• working to save the
cies.
colleges, but it is a
Most people forget that
very hard process
HBCUs were started because
that takes more
there was not any place where an
money and more
African-American could receive a
support from everyquality secondary education. The
one and not just
environments in which these
NE File Photo African- Americans.
schools were started were not
Forbes Arena at Morehouse College housed the 1996 Centennial Olympic Games men's & women's basketb~ll tournament prelim- Many people look
always good and few of them had /nary rounds. Following the games, the facility was given to the college by the United States Olympic Committee.
at the bad consemoney, but the students were
quences of attendreceiving an education.
American middle class.
ing
an
HBCU,
but
few
of
them
pay
attention to the
Today, however, as African- Americans, we do
In 1965, 98 percent of all college educated
of
them.
For
instance,
one
's
self-esteem is
benefits
,, ~ -:>t support our schools, we feel as if they offer a
African-Americans attended black colleges, now the
by
attending
a
school
where
you are not
increased
lesser education to our more intellectual students,
percenage is down to only 18 percent. The cause
or
as
someone
who is
looked
upon
as
a
number
which in turn forces our good professors to leave.
behind this would be affirmative action . Now HBCU's
only
there
to
help
fill
a
quota.
HBCUs
have
been
We fail to realize that 80 percent of Africanhave to compete with private (and public) noneverysaid
to
have
the
friendliest
campuses,
where
American physicians, 75 percent of African-American
HBCUs because these schools need to fill a quota of
one is made to feel at home and part of a family
Ph.D. holders, 50 percent of African-American engiAfrican Americans . Students are under the impreswhich makes the college experience a better one.
neers, and 60 percent of African-American lawyers
sion that they will receive a better education from a
There
is a long list of prominent African Americans
received their graduate degrees from Africannon-HBCU because mainstream schools have more
HBCU's such as Booker T.
that
attended
American colleges. Also, we should keep in mind
money, which means more up-to-date facilities.
Washington.
Rosa
Parks, Martin Luther King Jr.,
that most of our African-American public school
Currently, there are 712 historic buildings in HBCU
Marshall,
Oprah Winfrey, Spike Lee and
Thurgood
teachers are alumni from black colleges. HBCUs
campuses and to restore them would cost $712 milJesse
Jackson,
to
name
a few. Hopefully, the
have been said to be the anchor of the Africanlion. However, there are HBCUs that have great
will
be
open
much
longer to add to the list of
schools
American community and the founders of the African
facilities, but they also have rich alumni who give
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'VOTE!!!
By Catherine Melsheimer
Jones College Prep
SPECIAL FROM MIKVA CHALLENGE
Being a high school senior brings on many
emotions for me: the stress of college applications
the suspense of graduation , and the excitement of
turning e1ghteen. Turning e1ghteen is a pivotal
moment in a person's life It is the moment that the
world recognizes you as an adult. One would thmk
that upon turning eighteen, a person would take
advantage of th1s status. Unfortunately, the stat1st1cs
show that young people do not
What I am referring to 1s the right to vote . Why
don't young people take advantage of 1t?
According to polls done by the Council for
Excellence in Government in the 2000 Presidential
Elect1on, only 32 percent of people between the
ages of 18 and 24 voted Politicians say the youth
vote is important and that they spend a·sign1ficant
amount of time catering to 1t. Politicians do th1s
because the youth vote is considered a poss1ble
swing vote. New voters have new opin1ons and the1r
votes cannot be predicted. Politicians know that
every vote counts, but young people do not seem to
realize the power that they have.
Young people have many reasons for not voting
They are distrustful of the government, too busy, do
not have knowledge of the candidates, or simply do
not know how. They do not think politicians listen to
them, and they think politics is boring. Most young
people just do not think voting is a worthwhile activity. I fully understand why young people do not make
the effort to vote. However, when I tum eighteen, I
plan to vote because otherwise I will live 1n a world
where I have no say. Voting will give me the ability to
express my political preferences and op1nions.
Young people speak up in their homes, m their
schools, and with the1r peers. So why not speak up
in and for their country?
By not voting, young people send the message
that the older voters and politicians intimidate them.
It shows that they do not mmd if others make decisions for them. If you vote, there is no guarantee
that you get what you want. However, if you do not
vote, you have no say in public policy.
As the presidential and senate primaries
approach, it is time to think about what we want as
young people. What issues are important to us:
Increased federal funding for college, lack of employment for young people, or drug sentencing? Which
politicians are going to help get what we want? So
take a few moments to research the candidates and
go out and vote on March 16. You are given the right
to vote at eighteen, why not use it?
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Illinois Senator Peter Fitzgerald will not be seeking Re-election in November. 10 candidates seek to fill his seat.
See the next page for our Who 's Who.

Breaking down the U.S. Senate Candidates
By Shaquawnna Vinnett
Jones College Prep
SPECIAL BY MIKVA CHALLENGE
The 2004 lllino1s Senatonal race 1s finally herel
This year lllino1s will no longer be known Simply as
The Land of Lincoln lll1no1s has the potent1al to
become The Land That Offset the U.S Senatorial
Balance.
There are curren tly 15 potent1al cand1dates
campaigning for a posit1on on the primary ballot,
however, the Ch1cago Tribune has smgled out ten
candidates as the maJor candidates The maJor
Democratic candidates include Gery Chico, Bla1r
Hull, Daniel Hynes, Barack Obama and Mana
Pappas. While John Boning, Andrew McKenna Jr..
James Oberweis, Steven Rauschenberger and Jack
Ryan are being considered the frontrunners on the
Republican side. This election could potentially have
national effects.
With Republica ns in control of the U.S. Senate
by a narrow margin , if a Democrat wins the Illinois
senatorial election, Republican control of the U.S.
Senate cou ld no longer exist. And with the
Republican Party drenched in scandal here in Illinois
and the Democratic Party in hopes of rejuvenation
the 2004 senatorial election, it is bound to be an
interesting race.

The lead1ng Democratic cand1dates have been
extracted from many different backgrounds. Gery
Ch1co IS a former CPS Board Pres1dent and a1d to
Mayor Daley Blair Hull is a self-made m1lliona1re
who IS a nov1ce to polit1cs Dan Hynes IS currently
the state comptroller. and although he has never
held a leg1slat1ve seat, he has a very politically powerful father Barack Obama IS currently a state senator and a const1tut1onal law professor at the
Umvers1ty of Ch1cago Mana Pappas is the current
Cook County treasurer and has dual pract1ces 1n
both legal and psychological counseling Democrats
have won e1ght of the last nme elect1ons and have ·begun runnmg very effective campaigns so far 1n the
primary
The maJor Republican candidates also includecandidates from a wide array of backgrounds in and
out of polit1cs. John Barling is a retired A1r Force
General and the chairman of an energy conservation
company Andrew McKenna Jr. is the pres1dent of a
paper company and a nov1ce to politics. James
Oberwe1s is the owner of Oberweis Da1ry and
Oberweis Securit1es. Steven Rauschenberger is currently an Illinois state senator Finally, Jack Ryan 1s

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
a former investment broker and a Catholic
' high school teacher.
All of the aforementioned candidates
are hoping to succeed outgoing U.S.
Sen.Peter Fitzgerald (O-IL). However,
only a few of these candidates carry
Fitzgerald's conservative viewpoints. The
issues that are proving to be most talked
about are education, jobs, health care,
and maintaining or acquiring control of the
senatorial seat. Gery Chico's campaign
will potentially draw support for him based
on his former position with the Chicago
Board of Education and his assumed
excellence in the educational field . Daniel
Hynes and Gery Chico have been a few
of the main contenders against the current employment status of Illinois. Chico
hopes to create more jobs by creating
programs which will focus on revitalizing
manufacturing jobs. Hynes hopes to create more jobs by renegotiating the North
Atlantic Free Trade Agreement.
Health care has also proven to be a
Gary Chico
major issue in the senatorial ca mpa1gn.
Barack Obama has stated that every child
should rece1ve quality health care: every
semor who needs drug coverage should
receive 1t; and impoverished families
should be protected from potentially
rece1ving a catastrophic illness. Bla1r Hull
has stated that every c1t1zen IS entitled to
health care and Ch1co has stated that
o:;very citizen should have access to coverage.
v'Vhich party acqwres the U.S.
Senatonal seat has also proven to be a
maJOr 1ssue 1n the 2004 Illinois Senatorial
Elect1on . The Republican party has a 3Blair Hull
vote majority. This election has the potential to aid in offsetting Republican control
of the U S. Senate The Democratic Party l•---.-11111!!!'~-has won e1ght out of the last mne recent
Illinois Senate elections. With the
Republican Peter Fitzgerald giv1ng up his
seat, the Democratic Party hopes to
regain control of the Senate.
Meanwhile, Republicans want to
maintain their position as the party that
holds at least one of the senate seats.
For example, in an interview, James
Oberweis stated that he believes that the
maJor issue for the Republicans is to keep
control of the IL senate seat and that he
thinks that he is the candidate that can do
Maria Pappas
it.

Top Ten
Illinois
Senate Candidates

Democrats

Republicans

John Barling

Andrew McKenna , Jr.

James Oberweis

..
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Barack Obama

Steven Rauschenberger

Jack Ryan
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Dean: The True Hope for the Future
Opinion
By Joseph Struck
Providence High School
A s the Democratic primaries get underway, nine
Presidential hopefuls have
been tossed at the
American public, all workIng hard to reside at 1600
Pennsylvania Ave in 2004.
AI Sharpton, John
Edwards, John Kerry, Joe
lil•llllii•--.-~~~~
Lieberman, Wesley Clark,
and Dennis Kusinich are
all strong m1nded Democrats, from all walks of life ,
dedicated to making a better future for Amenca Not
all candidates feel the same about the key problems
stagnating American progress, but all nine candidates whole-heartedly agree that four years IS more
than enough for the Bush Administration
Not one of these candidates, however, has the
honesty, integnty, or boldness that encompasses
Howard Dean. As Vermont governor, Dean put a
plan into place that guaranteed health care for persons under the age of eighteen. Dean also signed
the Civil Unions bill in April 2003, setting the precedent for future state legislatures that are progressively accepting same-sex unions. Most
importantly, Dean erased the state's $70 million
deficit, created 41 ,000 new jobs, and increased the
minimum wage twice. As President Bush's economic
policy dwindles our resources, destabilizes social
security, and as our national debt increases (due
largely to the cancellation of a "Pay as You Go" policy that Clinton put into place and Dean intends to
reintroduce), Dean's numbers wi ll be adding up quite
nicely as the election draws near.
One of the most damaging blows to Americans
in the past year has been the nosedive of the economy. The idea of the Bush tax cuts was that "By far
the vast majority of the help goes to those at the bottom end of the economic ladder." The bottom 60 percent of Americans received 14.7 percent of the tax
cut. The jobless rate is now at 5.9 percent and more
jobs are being taken away each week than are being
created. Do the math.
As President, Howard Dean will repeal the Bush
tax cuts that have done much more harm than good.
He will then increase the corporate income tax that
was once 40 percent and is now a measly 16.3 percent . Dean will furthermore use $1 00 billion to
enhance homeland security with well trained first
responders and security providers in crucial areas
throughout the U.S. The same money will be used

..
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toward bettering the
destitute communities h1t worst by the
econom1c downfall,
such as the Lat1no
community, whose
unemployment rate
has nsen 30 percent
in the last two years
Dean plans to use
the remamder of the
$100 billion for creating a Small
Busmess Cap1ta l
Corporat1on that will
work to guarantee
loans to small businesses and entrepreneurs
Even more damaging to Amenca
dunng the current
presidency has been
the policy, or lack
NE File Photo
there of, for the
environment. Bush Howard Dean, the former Governor of Vermont, Is a leading cand idate fo be the Democratic
abandoned the
Party's candidate for Presiden t In the November 2004 Elec tion.
Kyoto
Protocol , a worldwide plan supported by major counWill be tax 1ncent1ves prov1ded for the production and
tries to reduce greenhouse gasses to the levels of
purchase of more energy efficient vehicles, such as
1990. The administration sued the state of Califorma
gas-electric hybrids and fuel cells.
in order to reverse a law that stated 10 percent of
Dean's intensity in Iowa was looked at negatively,
ca rs must be electric or hybrid by 2008. And with
especially With unsure voters. But what voters are
over 400,000 acres of rainforest already cut down m
forgetting is that a Democrat has to be outwardly
Alaska under President Bush's consent, oil drilling is
passionate 1n order to beat someone like George W.
just around the corner. But when the Environment
Bush. The main crit1c1sm AI Gore received in regard
and Public Works committee is headed by a real
to not winning in 2004 was that he was not lively
estate owner who questions global warming ,
enough. In other words, he was boring. And although
believes restoring the Everglades is a waste
his political know how was extraordinary, his person-<of money, and that the EPA is a "Gestapo
ality was not. Dean's enthusiasm is purely his own,
Bureaucracy," it is obvious how much this adminisand he has paved his own paths and made his own
tration really cares about the environment.
choices, regardless of what was popular or politically
If elected , Howard Dean will enforce the Clean Air
correct. It will take an independent thinker to tackle
Act, which will decrease power plant emissions of
the issues Bush claims to have a grasp on, and
mercury, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and oxides
Dean is just that.
of mercury. Dean will also reverse a loophole used
The greatest privilege endowed unto the
by the Bush Administration to allow old power plants
American cit1zens is the power to vote. There is danto expand and renovate without abiding with new
ger among us and danger ahead, and it is our duty
environmental standards. The fuel economy stanas Americans to exercise our individual power and
dard will be raised to an estimated 40 miles per galselect Dean fo r a safe, honest, prosperous, four
years.
lon for all automobiles. To accomplish this goal there
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Summer and Spring Fashion Tips for 2004
By Jocelyn Renee Grove
Columbia College
Well here we are in a new year with new experiences and opportunities before us. Now, the ques( , tions are what are the new fashions, what's in and
what's out for Spring and Summer 2004?
Putting clothes from our closets together with
style is of course a great idea, especially since a little bit of everything is what's showing for spring but
keep in mind that some hints for spring are to use
color, shoes, and a few new pieces to spice it up.
With this in mind, I had the opportunity to interview Rolando Gonzalez, a fashion expert who has
worked in the fashion industry for 28 years and has
an eye for the coming styles and trends. Gonzalez
has worked for Gucci in New York, the Chanel boutique and the Christian Dior boutique in Bal Harbour,
.Florida. He is now working as a buyer for Sax Fifth
Avenue in Bal Harbour for Judith Leiber, a line of
luxury purses. The main trend that Gonzalez pointed to was "bright colors such as pink and orange
this spring and summer." So, it's time to be daring
and bring on the colors!
When I asked about accessories, he pointed
out "long, dangling earrings."
I agree that this is a great way to dress up an
outfit and to bring attention to the face . It really
gives a nice touch to the overall look. Gonzalez suggests, "pointed toe shoes and sandals, especially
the chunky soled sandals, are really in."
I was happy to hear this because they give an illusion of being taller and give shape to the legs.
Pointed shoes can be seen all over the city and it
seems that they are here to stay for a while longer.
I also wanted to know what we should eliminate
for spring and summer. Gonzalez suggested "to
stay away from too many logos. Some are O.K., like
Gucci, but too many is too many!" So, don't overkill
the logo; it takes the emphasis away from you and
brings attention to the brand name.
Gonzalez told me that the way to spice up your
clothes is to "mix up the wardrobe, for a little bit of
everything is in. However, keep in mind style." This
1s great advice. This is a good time to discover what
best compliments your body shape and style.
Remember that classic clothes are in. Don't forget
to use white pants, bachelor necklines, and short
skirts. Meanwhile, bring out the knee length skirts
that I think show a nice form of the body.
Femininity is 1n this season. Mix styles and colors, but most of all remember YOU, when finding the
fashions that you will wear this year.

NE File Photos

According to fashion guru Rolando Gonzales, bright colors like pink and orange are in this summer as well as
chunky heeled sandals and pointed-toe shoes.
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{ntertainment

February Movie/DVD Releases

February CD!Video Game Releases

February 10 DVDs

CD Releases

Lion King: 1 1/2

Tuesday February 3
INCUBUS Crow Left of the Murder
CEE-LO Cee-Lo Green Is the Soul Machine
TLC - Now and Forever
Tuesday February 10 CD Re leases
COURTNEY LOVE America's Sweetheart
DAFT PUNK Daft Club
NORAH JONES Feels Like Home
Tuesday February 24 CD Releases
ALANIS MORISSETIE So-Called Chaos
DISTURBED Music As A Weapon II
JC
CHASEZ Schizophrenic (Zomba)
JOHN FRUSCIANTE Shadows Collide

NBA Street Series: Nastiest Dunks

February 13 Movies
50 First Dates

February 17 DVDs
D1ck1e Roberts - Former Child Star
NmJa Scroll 2

February 20 Movies
Confessions of a Teenage Drama Queen
Welcome to Mooseport

February 24 DVDs

Video Games

Chapelle's Show Season 1
Memones
Spy Kids 3-D Game Over

February 25 Movies
The Pass1on of the Chnst

February 2 7 Mov ies
Broken Lizard's Club Dread
Dirty Dancing. Havana Nights
Tw1sted

March 2 DVDs

February IS a slow month for
mov1es and DVDs. Why not check
out something new, like the film
Memories, coming to DVD on
February 24?

Bem1e Mac Season 1
Jack Black Pack
James and the G1ant Peach - Spec1al Ed1t1on

February 3
Champions of Norrath PS2
Mega Man Battle Chip Challenge GBA
February 9
Metroid Zero Misston GBA
Final Fantasy Crystal Chromcles GC
Mega Man Collection PS2/GC
Unreal II : The Awakenmg Xbox
February 17
Yu-Gi-Ohl World Tournament 2004 GBA
February 24
Everquest. Gates of Discord PC
O nimusha B lad e Warriors PS2
Ni nj a Gaiden Xbox

The rock Band D1sturbed, along
v.ith Chevelle, Taproot, and
Unloco release Mus1c as a
Weapon Ill on Tue5day, February
24.

Verur A wivLencv. • •
By Audriena Comeaux
Mother McAuley

!111111--. Dear Audriena,

I am 17-years-old
and have been dating this guy for
about three
years. He is 19 and
we have a sevenmonth-old daughter.
He keeps bringing
up the idea of marriage, but I am not
ready for that even
with us having a
daughter together. Am I being selfish?
Claudia
Claudia, I don't think you are being selfish
because you are you ng and th e baby most
likely wasn't planned . Maybe you should make a
calm attempt to explain to him how you're only 17
and you have your whole life ahead of you. Tell
him you love him and your child and th at will
never change, but right now marriage isn't in
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your vocabulary and you are JUSt not
ready at th1s point 1n your life If he 1s
senous about marnage ask h1m to hold
off some years and bring 1t up again
when you are much older and prepared .
Dear Audriena,
Is masturbation bad for you
because my mother, who is very religious, said it's a sin?

Uncertain
Uncertam, Health experts say that masturbating 1s a common cunos1ty and practice
for most people It's an urge that comes
along with puberty. Experts say that there IS
only a very small percentage of men and
women that don't masturbate, and that is
normally caused by a physical problem or a
psychological one Most experts say it's
psychologically damaging to tell a young
person that it's wrong to explore their own
bodies or mastu rbate So, you won't go to
hell for masturbating. It's your body.

Young Chicago Authors
-Are you a h1gh school freshman who likes to write?
-Would you like to develop th1s w nting talent m weekly
classes for the last th ree years of h1gh school?
-Would you like to use your wnting in commun1 ty service
proJects?
If you answered yes to all these questions , call

Young Chicago Authors
1-847-835-5430

or visit us at
www.youngchicagoauthors.org
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Sports
/A Journalist in the Wolves· Den
By Qumar Zaman
Walter Payton College Prep.
Being a fan of the Chicago Wolves since the franchise 's inception, I loved being a part of the fun of a Wolves
game, but what if I could be more than a fan? My career
goal is to be a play-by-play announcer, and when I happened to pass by the Wolves' community page on their website, I felt like I was one step closer to attaining that goal.
The Wolves, who teamed up with the Daily Herald
newspaper, gave the opportunity to teenage journalists and
photographers to write about and take pictures at a Wolves
home
game. I just had to be a
part of it. So, after making
contact with the Wolves
organization, I had set a
date for Saturday, January
_3rd for the Wolves game
against the Houston Aeros. I
chose this game because it
was the first meeting in
Chicago of the previous two
American Hockey League
(AHL) Calder Cup
Champions; the Wolves
won in 2002 and the Aeros
in 2003.
I arrived along with my
photographer, Christopher
Yung, and we were given
our media credentials, a
folder containing the team
yearbook, and a shirt. Then
we headed off to the media
ruum of the Allstate Arena ,
where we met with memThe Chicago Wolves came back from a 2-0 deficit
bers of the Wolves media
in the first period, to score 4 goals sending the defendrelations department, and
ing AHL Calder Cup Champion Houston Aeros their
received the game notes
first loss in their last eight games. It was the 60th
and the starting rosters
career meeting between the two rivals. The Wolves'
from both teams. Sitting in
record moved to 17-12-5, maintaining second place in
the media room and eating
the West Division.
The Houston Aeros started out strong but quickly
dinner were AHL officials,
faded as the game progressed. The first of the Aeros'
Wolves upper manage2 goals came off of a misplayed puck by Wolves goalment, and other members
tender Frederic Cassivi. Stephana Veilleux picked up
of the press. We all sat
the loose puck and scored the opening goal on a powback, ate, and enjoyed
erplay. After a Kyle Wanvig goal near the end of the
~watching the Tennessee
first period made it 2-0, the Aeros failed to score for
Titans battle the Baltimore
the rest of the game.
Ravens in the first NFL
"Those kinds of things suck the life out of you,"
playoff game. I felt like I
Wolves head coach John Anderson said about the
was actually a reporter covAeros 2-0 start to the game. "It took a little starch out
ering the game.
of us when they scored after that [first goal) because
We made our way up
we thought we were surging... "
to the press area about 25
The Wolves tallied their first goal late in the secminutes before game time,
ond period. Mike Weaver scored his first goal of the
and we had our own seats
season and started the Wolves' comeback. However, it
with our names posted on
was the Wolves' 3rd period play that sparked it all.
the desks. It was another
Coach Anderson said, "I was happy with how we

shock of reality being part of it all. Once the game began, I took notes of anything I saw in the game, like the nice saves or the shots that just missed making
it. After each period, we were given a game status sheet showing the goals
scored, the penalties, the shots on goal, and other insightful information. Along
with the game status sheets, they gave in-game updates on games being played
in the AHL and the NHL.
A few minutes before the game ended, we went back to the media room,
and we were asked which players we would like to interview. Seeing that all of
the "Three Stars" played an outstanding game, I chose to ask them a couple of
questions. Plus, we
were able to go into
Coach John
Anderson's office and
ask questions for a
post game interview.
Along with other members of the media, we
waited for the Wolves
captain Steve Maltais,
Greg Hawgood, and
Kurtis Foster to come
out and be interviewed.
I asked them questions
and was happy to talk
to Wolves players I
admire. I got some
good quotes, and
Christopher took some
great photos.

Wolves Extend Home Streak to Four
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Photo by Christopher Yung, Walter Payton

came out and played in the third period. There's a lot of
character involved in that. They responded when they
needed to."
Kurtis Foster tied the game up in the third period on a
5-on-3 powerplay goal. Foster's goal rejuvenated the
Wolves. It not only tied the game, but it made the team
believe that they would score some more.
"It got the guys back up. We were not gonna give
up," Foster said about his goal.
Wolves captain Steve Maltais, nailed the eventual
game-winning goal past the midway point of the third period. But, Maltais did not feel 100 percent, as he vomited
during the second intermission.
"It was the worst I felt in fifteen years. Something
came up in the second," Maltais described.
Derek MacKenzie added an empty net goal in the
game's final minute to cement the Wolves fourth consecutive home victory.
Going unnoticed in the game for the Wolves was
defenseman Greg Hawgood, who assisted the Wolves'
first 3 goals of the game, and was rewarded by receiving
the game's 1st star. It was the most assists tallied by a
Wolves player so far this season.
Aeros goalie Johan Holmqvist stopped 31 of 34 shots
on goal. The loss moved his record to 12-14-4.

I can't wait to be
able to do this again
sometime. It was a lot
of fun . I was able to be
more than a fan for
one game, but I felt
that I had more
responsibility than just
a normal spectator. I
had to gather information to write an article
about the game. Even
being able to talk to
the players, let alone
interview them , I felt
like I was real important to them. As I
broaden my career, I
hope to have a better
friendship with the
players even as a journalist.
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JOIN NEW EXPRESSION
NEWSMAGAZINE
Gain Exposure!
Obtain Media Experience!
Contact Brent Watters, Editorial Advisor
623 S. Wabash
Chicago, IL 60605
(312) 922-7150
e-mail: brentw@youth-comm.org
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Get as much as $23,000*
In College Fcnanctdl Assr~taoce

The successful college swdent rcqUJrc~ more than rntellrgenct>
a nd ilmblt10n ThPse ded,call:d rndrv duals reQUHP the Imanoa I
r..sources to tE;.Jhn:> tht>u dre<~ms, <111d thdt s what they hnd dl
UPS By helpmg students ~U((C~. WI! help rnstuu• OilS or
hrgher learnrng succeed as well.

To learn more about Pi1rH1me Packitge

H~nrller

opporturuh!'S

and u,c UPS E.Jrn dnd lcdrn'• Progr<!ln pledse c.onl<~tl
UPS today

1.888.4UPS.JOB • Access Cod e: 4476

The World Is Yours Teen Summit Part II
February 28, 2004 at the South Shore Cultural
Center. 7059 S. Shore Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60649
from 12-4 PM
The Teen Summit Is a panel discussion on Issues effecting today's
youth. Relevant speakers join teens to discuss these Issues and the effects
of their decisions. Featured speakers Include Common, Kanye West, and
Kel Mitchell (Nickelodeon's Keenan & Kel)
The summit offers teens an outlet to voice their concerns regarding the
world as well as everyday obstacles they face in an unbiased environment.

NE LAUNCHES TEEN
CLASSIFIED SECTION
BUY OR SELL CARS,
DVD'S, TICKETS, ETC.
FIND EMPLOYMENT
SEND PERSONAL
MESSAGES
PROMOTE .YOUR
BUSINESS OR EVENTS

www.upsjobs.com/ chicago
UPS salutes lu Earn and learn student £:mployees
for their hard work, within the classroom

and within our org.Jmzation.

1ST STANDARD AD FREE
ONLY $2.50 FOR 3 LINES
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 312-922-7150
ADS MUST BE PREPAID
CHECK OR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

(qual Opportunrty (tt)fllO)'I't • 'f'rop.ram (jurdehnM Apply.

~ NE Classified are sponsored by UPS, your source for student financial aid.
•
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Book Review

Civil Rights ChroniCle:
The African-American Struggle for Freedom
rne~un•

Civil Rights Chronicle offers a comprehensive look through words and
photographs at the struggle African-Americans faced in their quest for freedom. Published by Chicago based Publication International, Ltd., is richly
illustrated with over 900 photographs and graphics tracing the history of
African-Americans. The Civil Rights Chronicle begins with the 15th century
slave trade and continues to the present day struggles of AfricanAmericans. Special attention is given to 1940-1975, the key years of the
American Civil Rights Movement, and stories are told through heartwrenching eyewitness accounts.The 448 page Civil Rights Chronicle successfully provides insight into the perseverance of African-Americans and
whites who fought side by side and gave their blood, sweat and tears to
the struggle.
The book features a heart touching forward by Myrlie Evers-Williams,
wife of slain civil rights activist Medgar Evers, who was murdered in his
own driveway because he was helping African Americans register to vote.

MAKE A HEALTHY CAREER CHOICE.
Administering medical care and assisting medical professionals
even more critical today. The people who fill these occupations a
also trained to communicate effectively with professional sta
patients and families.
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City Colleges of Chicago Health Occupation Programs
are vital to an assortment of health care facilities.
StudentS who successfully complete a health program earn
an associate degree or certificate and are employed in
their specialized occupation immediately.

City Colleges of Chicago also has transfer agreements
that align189 programs at 53 senior level universities.
CoMider One of the following fields of study:
Clinical Laboratory Technician • Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)
EMT U Paramedic • Certified Occupational Therapy Assistant
Dental Hygiene • Dietetic Technology • Gerontology Specialist
. M«~t6tAsslstant • Nephrology/Renal Technology • Physician Assistant
~~Jrat)h¥• Registered Nursing • Respiratory Care • Surgical Tech nolo
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